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1. Read the passage given below. 

Students often complain of being overworked. The burden of heavy syllabi and the pressure of 

performing well in all examination keep them tense all the time.High Expectations of their parents 

make their situation even more miserable.As a result even very young children have started 

suffering from tension and depression to alignments quite and familiar to our great grandparents 

there is a simple technique which if applied sincerely can keep the students relaxed don’t be 

frightened by the large amount of work you are required to do concentrate only on the work in hand 

treated the rest of the work as if it did not exist think of the one race you are running. Think of the 

one lesson you are learning this will help you to achieve more without getting tense. 

Finding a huge pile of books on a young student’s table, an elderly person in the neighborhood said, 

“ What a burden, my son ! I pity you. How do you manage?” 

“I don’t think of all the work I have to do.” Said the student. “ I focus on only the lesson I ‘m reading 

at the moment. So I don’t feel overworked at all.” 

  This student’s style of working makes an important point relevant to all of us. 

 

A. Complete the following sentences:           (1×10=10) 

1) The courses students have to study are _________ . They are also expected 

__________ so the field burdened. 

2) Parents add to __________ by having high ambitions __________. 

3) ____________ and __________ are two common problems that our forefathers 

__________. 

4) The elderly neighbour _________on finding  __________  . 

5) The young  student did not feel overworked because _______________________. 

 

2. A.Rewrite the following groups of words as sentence. The kind of sentence to be formed is 

mentioned in the brackets.   (1×5=5) 

1. gramophone and the lamb include inventions Edison’s electric the ( statement) 

2. bulb he later invented electric the also (statement) 

3. it paid a Western Union 1,00,000 dollars company called for him (statement) 

4. patience have it how much needed much (exclamation) 

5. Edison inspiration to life the try from get of (command) 

 

B. Fill in the blanks with collective nouns. (1×5=5) 

1) A _____________ of sticks.  

2) A _____________ of fish. 

3) A _____________ of flowers.  

4) A ____________ of sailors. 



5) An ___________ of concert. 

 

C.  fill in the blanks with abstract nouns formed from the word given in the brackets: (1×5=5) 

There is very little _________ (differ) between ________ (succeed) and ________(fail). If youhave 

_______( confident),_________( sincere) and the  ability to work hard, you will do well in life. 

 

D. In the blanks with adjectives formed from the word given in the brackets: (1×5=5) 

1) He qualified for the _____________Cricket tournament.(nation) 

2) The teacher gave us some ____________ tips before our annual examination.   ( value) 

3) He has dressed in __________ yet comfortable.  (style) 

4) The birthday hat has a __________ shape.  (conical) 

5) The dancers presented a _________ show at our school.  (culture) 

 

3. Answer the following questions :   (2×5=10) 

Q 1. How many kinds of sentence are there ?Name them with example for each. 

Q 2. List out the eight parts of speech . 

Q 3. Define Proper noun and Abstract noun. Give examples.  

Q 4. Write about Adjectives of quantity and Adjectives of quality with suitable examples. 

Q 5.Name the six kinds of Adjectives.  
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